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put their thoughts on
Brendan McDonald into
words.
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McDonald dies after battle with cancer
Ten-year term focuses on international relations
by Kim Wlmpsett

McDonald was SCS ' first

Editor

international student.

After
A chapter of SCS history has

receiving

his

bachelor's degree in science

come to a close.

and physical education in 1954,

Former SCS President
Brendan McDonald, 64, died
Saturday at the St. Cloud
Hospital. McDonald was
undergoing treaunent for brain

McDonald worked at SCS in
various capacities from

cancer.
McDonald retired as the 17lh
president in 1992 after 10 years

of leadership, 42 years after
entering SCS as a student.
Originally from Regina,
Saskatchewan, about 100 miles

north of th e U.S. border,

assistant hockey coach to
president, a lways emphasizing
the importance of international
relations.
He developed international
studies programs in numerous
countries including England,
France, Germany and Costa
Rica.
He led education delegations
to
England ,
Germany,

Denmark, Spain, Japan, China
and France and directed a trade
delegation on behalf of former
Gov. Rudy Perpich to England.
Belgium, Luxembourg and
France.
Most recently, McDonald
worked for the Minnesota State
University System from 1992
to 1994 focusing on and
researching
international
programs. He also worked for
the American Association of
Stat e
Co lleges
a nd
Universities.
SCS'
grow th
during
McDonald's· presidential term
was the focus of a 1987 article

in the national publication,
Chronicle of Higher Education.
McDonald worked for high
enrollment management during
the period of rapid growth.
Enrollment for SCS peaked in
1990 wi th 17,076 students.
SCS also gained national
recognition in 1988 in the book
"How to Get an Ivy League
Education
at
a
State
University."
McDonald was not with out
opponents
throu gh
his
administration. Days before he
a nnounced his resignation in
1992, be received a vole of no
confidence from the Faculty

Association. He also was
criticized for race relations at

scs.
But by the time McDonald
retired, enrollment stabalized
with 16,300 students, and SCS
became the first university in
Minnesota to use the touchtone registration system.
Also, following McDonald's
international lead, more than
200 students are enrolled from
40 countries worldwide.
Funeral
se rvi ces
for
McDonald were yes terday.
Memorials are preferred to the
First Presbyterian Church and
the SCS Foundation.

Former president
dedicated to ice
hockey, sports
by Kim Wlmpsett
Editor
Forty-four years ago, SCS'
first Canadian student came to
the United States to play hockey.
Brenda n McDonald played
hockey for three years and was
named player coach fo r the
1953-54
academic
year,
according University Archives.
His dedication to hockey was
continued throughout his life. He
guided the construction of the
National Hockey Center that
Opened in 1989. In 1992, SCS
honored McDonald by naming
the main sheet of ice in the NHC
the "Brendan J. McDonald"
hockey rink.
" He was tl!e main driving
force of people whose dream it
was to have this building and the
hockey team in Division I," said
Joe Meierhofer, director of the
NHC.
"He was very important not

only in hockey, but he had a love
for the university and building
and deserved to be recognized,"
he said
When the head coac h of the
1980 gold-medal winning U.S.
Olympic Hockey Team, Herb
Brooks, signed on as the head
hockey coach for SCS, he shared
a common goal with McDonald.
They wanted to elevate SCS
hockey to National Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I
status.
They achieved their goal in
1987 when the hock ey teani
entered into Division I.
Anne
Abicht,
sports.
information director since 1985,
said McDonald recognized the
benefilS of Division I status for
hockey, "but (also) was a great
fan for men's and women's
sports." The (hockey) team 's
success last year indicates
national exposure has reached
expectations, she added.

Editor's Note:
This is the final summer edition of University

Chronicle.
University Chronicle will resume publication
Sept. 13.
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Have nose, will travel

Mooseburger 'U' attracts clowns nationwide.
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor
Education is taking on new
forms at SCS this week, and it is
no funny business.
Mooseburger University, an
annual event which implements
higher learning for clowns is
taking place on the campus Aug.
14-19.
The event is sponsored by
SCS Educational Conferences.
Cheryl Gilchrist, assistant
· director for
Educatiorial
Confere nces, said the event
. reflects SCS in a positive light.
"Mooseburger University has
generated a great deal of news
media for the university, such as
'American Journal' and others,"
she said.
"'Most of the people involved
are educated at a higher level,
and this conference can be taken
for university credit," Gilchrist
said.
The purpose of educational
conferences is 10 foster lifelong
learning for the community,
Educational
Conferences'
mission states.
C.J. (CEEJ) Gross was
involved with Mooseburger
University for the first time this
year. Gross, who has been

clowning for nearly four years,
works with disabled )cjds and
implements sign language into
her act.
.. Being hearing impaired
myself, I thought this would be
a good way to use my humor,"
she said.
Gross,
who
is
not
completely a sad or happy
clown, came to Mooseburger
to meet new clowns and learn
new things, she said.
Gross did not always want
to be a clown, in fact, she
considered many things on the
way, she said.
It was only when friend
joked she ought to go to clown
college that she started to think
about it.
Gross did not think clown
colleges existed, so she went
to a Ringling Bros. College,
which she heard about through
a friend. She also has attended
other classes through the years.
The
purpose
of
Mooseburger University is
dual.fold. It teaches clowns to
hone their skills and
implement new things into
their acts, as well as to
entertain the public.
Sea Clowns/ Page 4

Woman assaulted,
Briggs Lake man

arrested
by Jessica Foster
Managing editor

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Tricia "Pricilla Mooseburger" Bothum, Maple Grove, demonstrates applying makeup to 15 students In her Beginning Clowning class Monday in the Performing Arts
Center. A graduate of Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, Bothum has been
performing and teaching clowning for 14 years.

SGS;, aviation program,
students flying high
by Eric Skogman

Minnesota students must fly to
SCS for a degree in aviation.
The St. Cloud Police Department responded to a
SCS is the only :::chool in the
sexual assault complaint early Saturday morning.
state that offers a bachelor of
Toe victim, a 42.year•old woman, was beaten.
science degree in aviation.
sexually assaulted, and had her life threatened.
With
this
stellar
It was determined by investigating officers that the
accomplishment, SCS' aviation
woman met the assailant, Brian Lee Sorenson, Briggs
program recently has applied for
Lake, 21, early Friday.
accreditation for the first time,
The two allegedly spent Friday afternoon and
according to Ken Raiber,
evening together on St. Cloud's east side, Jim
coordi nator of the aviation
Moline, St. Cloud assistant police chief, said. At 11
program.
. p.m. the two went to the east end of the Veterans ·
In May, the Cciuncil on Aviation
Bridge, the location of the assault, he said.
Accreditation Site Visit Team
Sorenson allegedly beat her, sexually assaulted her,
visited the aviation program.
and left her unconscious.
The team came to SCS after
The victim was able to flag down a car after
accepting the self study done by the
recovering consciousnesf. She then was escorted to
aviation department.
the St. Cloud Hospital. The police were called to the
The application for accreditation
hospital at 12:39 a.m.
included professional flight,
Sorenson was arrested at 7:50 a.m. Saturday at an
management and operations degree
east side residence. Sorenson is being held at the
options, according to an SCS Flight
Benton County Jail.
Lines newsletter.
He first appeared in court tvfonday afternoon and
"Aviation accreditation is
at that time bail was set at $100,000. "Sorenson was
relatively a new thing," Raiber
charged with first degree criminal sexual assault,
said. "It's only been around a few
fifth degree assault and terroristic threats," MoUne
years."
said.
'
The Council on Aviation
His second court appearance was set for 9:30 a.m.
Accreditation will meet this month
yesterday at the St Cloud Courthouse.
to determine if the SCS aviation
This appearance is the defendant•s first
program should be accredited.
opportunity to be heard in court. It will be a shon,
'Tm optimistic, but I know
five to 10 minute hearing. Bail will be reconsidered
realistically things aren't perfect
and further court dates will be set, said Benton
either," Raiber said.
County Attorney Michael Jesse.
The SCS program appeals to

students because it is smaller, and
the cost of flight training is lower
than some other schools, Raiber
said.
Also, the student clubs and
organizations have helped produce
quality students, he said.
"They (students) are very good
academically and particularly in
cocurricu\ar activities like the Aero
Club and Alpha Eta Rho," Raiber
said.
Senior Doug Palbicki, a flight
operations student interning at the
Twin· Cities internationil airport,
said the program has grown since
he started and the . student
organizations such as the American
Association of Airport Executives
and the Aero Club have helped
students and the program become
better, he said.
"SCS is like a needle in a
haystack. People don't know about
it," Palbicki said.
All of the major aviation schools
have good programs and SCS'
program is equal to any other more
expensive school such as the
University of North Dakota, Raiber
said.
"We stack up just as well
(compared to other school's),"
Raiber said.
Senior Kevin Cencer, who
auended
Embry
Riddle
Aeronautical University before

coming to SCS, said .the aviation
program has succeeded through a
combination of good students and a
high quality program.
"I came to SCS specifically for
the aviation program," Cencer said.
While waiting for possible
accreditation from the Council on
Aviation Accreditation, the SCS
aviation program has helped more
students
receive
National
Transportation scholarships than
any other college nationwide.
Two of the four $2,500
renewable Pioneers of Flight
scholarships offered by th e
National Air Transportation
Association Foundation have been
awarded to SCS students for the
third consecutive year.
Professional flight students Scott
Taylor and Jennifer Slack are this
year's recipients.
Cencer, a professional fligh1
student, has been awarded the first
Northwest Aerospace Trainin g
Corporation annual Type Rating
scholarship worth approximately

$48,000.
The scholarship will help fund
his initial crew training and will be
identical to the Federal Aviation
Administration approved programs
for Northwest Airlines pilots.
He has recently finished the
initial crew training in the B747•
400 aircraft types.

' ' m£ T' University <HRONIG.E

School program dispels
rural, urban stereotypes
Two groups of high school students that normally
do not interact will be linked by television this year.
The program, designed by SCS professor J.M.
Nelson, will bring inner-city and rural high school
students together using two-way television to

explore cultural perceptions and diversity.
Last year, the program linked students from
Minneapolis with students in Brainerd, Brandon and
Little Falls.
The program originated in 1992 with a $4,800 grant
from the SCS Cultural Diversity Committee. In 1993,
the Central Minnesota Initiative Fund contributed
$15,000 to the project.

Theater department
receives new chairman
The new department head for the SCS theater and
film studies department assumed duties Monday.
Brad Chisholm, who is an SCS assistant theater
professor will direct the department.
Chisholm taught at University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, before coming to SCS last year.
Chisholm is filling the post vacated when Lin
Holder was assigned as assistant dean of the College
of Fine Arts and Humanities.

St. Cloud United Way
seeks volunteer painters
The St. Cloud Housing Coalition needs 10 to 20
volunteers to help paint the interior of the Jane Grey
Swisshelm Single Room Occupancy Residence in St.
Cloud.
Volunteers will paint 10 bedrooms, two bathrooms
and the kitchen and living rooms.
Paint will be provided, but organizers are seeking
donations of painting supplies to complete the

project.
The Swisshelm residence is owned by the housing
coalition and provides homes for low income people
in St. Cloud.
Painting will be from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sept. 10.
Participants will receive free lunch while painting.
Information is available from Tracy E. Tracy at 259-

Bikers beware; thieves
prowl St. Cloud, SCS
by Dori Moudry
News editor

stude nts may keep bike$ in
their rooms, she said.
Bicycles locked on racks
Victims or bicycle theft often outdoors always arc vulnerable
lose $300 to $500 when their to theft, said Jim Moline, St.
bikes are stolen, not to mention Cloud assistant police chief.
their
main
mode
of "Make sure bikes are secured,
transportation for the swnmer. but now people carry around
Law enforcement officials offer bolt cuuers, so it's best to keep
a few tips to deter bike bicycles inside if possible," he
predators.
said.
While bike theft on campus
Many owners do not
is down overall, Dane Smith, prope rl y secure their bikes,
resident of Shoemaker Hall, Moline said. "In St. Cloud, most
said his bike was stolen near bikes stolen were left in the
Steams Hall and was returned front yard. In the last month or
chained up to a rack located two, there also has been an
below his donn room window.
increase in the number of bikes
Shoemaker Hall director stolen from garages."
Belh Ann Neynaber said stolen
From early May to the
bikes are reported to Universi1y middle of August 1992, 116
Public Safety, but none have bikes were pilfered from
been reported sto len from St.Cloud residents. During the
inside the residence hall. same months in 1993, 144
Shoemaker has four or five bikes were stolen, and I 09
bike racks outside, two sets of bicycles have been stolen this
racks in porch storage, and summer, according to St. Cloud

Police Department statistics.
For SCS and the surrounding
neighborhood, three bikes were
taken in 1992, 31 in 1993 and
19 in 1994, Moline said.
Last weekend, thieves took
five bicycles totaling Sl,500
from St.Cloud homes, Moline
said.
The price tag for the most
expensive bike taken from a
St.Cloud owner is $3,000, he
said.
Moline and University
Public Safety Director Mark
Petrick both recommend
owners always have some way
to identify their bikes. Petrick
said peop le could give bikes
personal identification by
scratching drivers license
numbers on the bike, by taking
Pictures of the bike and by
keeping the store receipt for the
bicycle.
See Bike thefts/ Page 9

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE

TOWNHOMES
1812 16.. St. S.E.

252-2633

7676.

Great River Regional
Library antics continue
The St. Cloud Great River Regional Library will host a
reading safari as a part of the summer reading program
"Go Wild for Libraries."
The reading safari will be conducted by Linda Fox,
children's librarian.
The presentation is open to children ages 3 through 12.
Registration is not required.
Fox will present stories, songs and a film frorl' 10:30
a.m. to 11:20a.m. tomorrow.
Information about the children's summer reading
program is available at 251-n82.

Corrections
0 University Chronicle will correct all errors occuring in
its news columns.
If you find a problem with a story - an error of fact or a
point requiring clarification- please call (612)255-4086.

• Heated Swimming Pool
• Volleyball Court
•On-Site Management
•FREE Parking/Outlets
•Microwaves/Dishwashers
• Metro Bus Service

•4 Bedroom Townhome
•FREE Basic Expanded Cable
•Air Conditioning
•Ceiling Fans in every Bedroom
•Heat and Water Paid
• Individual Leases

CALL 252-2633
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MTC may expand services
SGS completes
asbestos removal
ahead of schedule
by Dorl Moudry
News editor

Although parking fees have
increased, new proposals may
facilitate busing to sdiool next

by Rich Vosepka
Assistant Managing editor

Workers

completed

asbestos removal from the
Education Building and

other locations on SCS
campus last Friday.
The asbestos abatement
began in early August in the
Education Building.
A new roof will be
installed on the building this
fall. and asbestos insulation

on roof drains and office
ceilings had to be removed
and inspected before the
project could be completed,
according to Steve Ludwig,
assistant vice president of
Buildings and Grounds.
"We
had
asbestos

insulation on roof drains
inside the building, and

spray~on asbestos around
skylights in four offices,"
Ludwig said.

The

asbestos

was

removed by an outside

contractracting company,
Ludwig said.
Asbestos is an insulating

fiber commonly used in
construction prior to the
1970s.
..Asbestos was fazed out
during the 70s. It was a very
popular insulating material,
but it is also a known
carcinogen," said Rhonda
Johaneson,
Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency
inspector.
Asbestos is harmful when
the fibers are released into
the air and inhaled.
Exposure to asbestos

fibers can cause asbestosis,
a malady that results in
scarring of the lungs, or
me sotbelioma, a form of
lung cancer, Johaneson said.
Experts differ on how
asbestos exposure creates
health problems.
"There are various
theories, one is that a single
fiber can cause problems,
but most say that it is
prolonged exposure over
time that does the damage,"
she said.
Other SCS buildings still
contain asbestos, Ludwig
said, but asbestos is not
dangerous as long as it is
contained under canvas
covering and no fibers are
disturbed or released into
the air, Johaneson said.
"The entire campus was
as~d for asbestos in the
late 80s. The buildings were
rated on how hazardous the
asbestos was in five
catagories.
The ..A.. catagories, with
the most potential to emit
fibers, have all been abated and this was done ahead of
legal requirements," Ludwig
said.
Other
areas
where
asbestos was removed this
summer included floor tiles
in residence halls, Ludwig
said.
''The
asbestos
is
contained in the tile, so it
- does not pose a health
hazard, but it still has to be
disposed of in a hazardous
materials landfill," Ludwig
said.

fall.

St uden t
Government,
administration and St. Cloud
Metro Transit Commission are
negotiatin g
expa nded
transportation services for the
1994-1995 school year.
MTC would provide services
that will replace or supplement
existing services, including the
off.campus escort provided by
Student Government and
University Public Safety's oncampus services, said Kanwal
Kumar, Student Government
president
Expanded bus services will
offset
parking
and
transportation problems created
by hefty parking fees, he said.
Negotiations for fall quarter
services should be complete
within the next 10 days, said
Steve Ludwig, assistant vice
president for Building s and
Grounds.
Next quarter, MTC plans to
run the Husky shuttle on a
daytime and evening schedule,
with an extra bu s running
during the peak hours of 7:30
a.m. and 10 a.m., Kumar said.
Toe daytime shuttle, running
from 7:30 am. to 5:30 p.m.with
pick-up times every 10 minutes,
would have a route from the
Math and Science building to K
and Q lots, located south of
10th Street.
The evening time line is 5:30
p.m. to 12:30 am. The bus will
pick up every 20 minutes and
would run along a route from
Sixth Street in front of Atwood
Memorial Center to the Math
and Science Building and K
and Q lots.

With the · new system ,
students could use the Husky
Shuttle instead of UPS escorts
to move to and from campus
locat ion s, although UPS
officers would be available to
accompany students to their
destinations, Kumar said.
"These are all student ideas
from Student Government and
Campus Affairs committee last
year. We have been talking all
last year about what we want
from them (MTC), including
more serv ices and extended
services," Kumar said.
Student complaints also led
to an additional back-up shuttle
in the morning , h e sai d .
Students said bu ses were tOO
full during peak hour s and
peop le were left behind at
times. As a result, students were
late for class.
Because Student Government
is in the second year of a twoyear contrac t to subsidize
quarter bus passes, the price of
the pass remain s $18, said
Kanwal Kumar, Student
Government president
Stu d ent Government and
MTC will rene gotiate the
contract next spring.
SCS administration and
Student Governm en t each
supply MTC with a $ 15,000
subsidy for services, he said.
For winter quarter, MTC may
suppl y a busing program,
tentatively tit.led "Nite Rider,"
running on an off-campus route
from 6 p.m. to 12:30 or l a.m.
Kumar will propose MTC
add stops at the Garden Square
Apartments on Washington
Memorial Drive, Kinko's on
South Fifth Avenue and the
townbomes at 15th Street and
Michigan Avenue, he said.
.. It 's
a
pre liminar y
proposition. It hasn't gouen an
official blessing from the fu ll

commission and they haven't .
seen the full concept. It's very
preliminary but our staff is very
optimistic," $aid Dave Tripp,.
MTCdirector.
However, MTC would
require an additional charge of
10 cents to 25 cents for "Nite
Rider" because it may also be
used to begin evenin g .busin g
for St.Cloud, Waite Park and
Sauk Rapids.
Nighttime fares always cost
more than daytime fares, Tripp
said.
According to the preliminary
proposal, Student Government
would pay $6,600 and SCS
administration would pay
$26,400 for "Nile Rider."
"User fees have a very solid
justification. You want to have
a minimum fee-you don't want
excessive fees. We're careful
not to make quarter passes too
ex pen s ive
because
it
discourages use. Ten to 25 cents
is total pittance," Tripp said.
Any fare received for "Nite
Rider" wo ul d be credited 10
SCS and MfC would not retain
the fees, he said.
The preliminary proposal
also provides MTC with $3,000
for marketing and materials.
Many students are not aware
of the services prov ided by
S1udent Government and UPS,
Tripp said.
"We intend to try and make
(the proj ects) as successful as
possible," he said.
Other action taken by Kumar
includes the appointment of
Ju sti n Wampach to Public
Relations chairman; Jason
Cross, chairman of Student
Services ; Robert
Lake,
chairman of Legislative Affairs
Bill Huston, chief justice of
Judicial Cou ncil and Rosann
Wolak, Student Government
graduate assistanL

Clowns: Students put on
shows from Page 2 - - - - Mooseburger University will prese nt six
shows during the conference. On Aug. 14th
"Send In the C lowns" brought together 10
clowns noted as some of the world 's most
talented clowns.
Steve Smith is director of the Ringling Bros.
and Barnum & Bailey Clown College. He is also
the recipi ent of five Emmy awards. He
performed his show "Slapstick and Sawdust," a
mixture of many short comic ro utines, on
Monday night.
Tuesday brought internationally acc laimed
Julie Goel! to the stage with her solo act
"Woman in a Suitcase." Goell has worked in
Italy, Rome and Switzerland, as well as around
the United States.
Kenny Ahem will perform on Center Stage a1
the Performing Arts Center in two shows today.
His act "Clown Theatre for a Slippery Universe"
will be presented at 3 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for all performances are available at
Discovery Zone, First American Bank locations.
and Al 's Music or at the door. Tickets are S5 for
adults, $3 fo r senior citizens Children 12 or
younger can see the show for $2.
All profits from the shows go toward
scholarships for the SCS theater department.

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

Bill (Sox) Weiss of Albuquerque, N.M., helps his instructor Bob Gibbons do a magic trick
during his " Clown Magic and Party Shows" Monday in the Performing Arts Center.
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New players, coaches busy during summer
by Joe Johnson
Staff writer

Women's soccer will go from being a club sport to being recognized in the North
Central Conference In the fall. SCS Is the Minnesota's first university to participate
In women's soccer.

SCS receives $119,284 for
science, math departments
-Staff report
The Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Board has announced
the awarding of 20 grants totaling
$4,753,359 to Minnesota universities
and colleges under the Dwight D.
Eisenhower Mathematics and Science
Education Act.
The act is a federal program to
improve the skills of elementary and
secondary teachers and the quality of
mathematics and science instruction.
Five grants were awarded to the
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities,
$152,503; four to the College of Sl.
Scholastica, $156,565; three to SCS,
$119,284; tWo to the U of M, Morris,
$53,163; and two to Moorhead State
University, $106,287.
Also receiving grants were the
University of St. Thomas, $44,998;
College of St. Catherine, $44,977;
Bethel College, $29,667 and
Southwest State University, $44,915.
Under the program, Minnesota will
receive $3,682,560 in 1993-94.
Seventy-five percent of the funds are
administered by the Minnesota
Department of Education. It suppons
local school district programs.
Twenty-five percent of tbe allocation
supports projects conducted by postsecondary institutions.
One goal of the program is to
provide increased acCCM by students.
Another goal is to provide teachers
from historically underrepresented

groups
and
economically
disadvantaged areas.
The higher education awards were
selected from 28 applications.
During the last nine years, MHECB
has approved 171 projects in math,
science and forei gn language
education using $4,878,626 of federal
grant funds.
The projects have worked toward
strengthening math and science
education, especially in earlier
grades.
Several projects have initiated
specific on-going activites designed.
to increase access and participation of
femaJe, minority and economically
disadvantaged students in math and·
science programs.
The projects have been recognized
nationally.
Moorhead
State
University's project, Biology
Exploration/or Elementary Teachers,
was deSignated a Promising Practice
in Science by the U.S. Department of
Education, North Central Regional
Laboratory during a 1994 study of
regional in-service programs.
Research Exploration for Teachers.,
a U of M project, received an award
for creative and innovative
programming from the National
Continuing Education Association.
Elementary School Science: A
Growing Experience, a St. Olaf
project, recieved a 1993 Merck
Innovation Award from the Merck
Foundation.

this winter. Ulferts became the
seventh head coach of the
Huskies in March. Curfman was
For most sports teams, Ulferts' assistant at Moorhead
including Major League Baseball State University since 1992.
this year, summer means rest and Curfman is a 1992 graduate of
relaxation. For many of SCS' and Concordia College in Moorhead
Minnesota professional teams, where he was a captain of the
however, it has been anything but basketball team.
a summer vacation.
Beth Page is the new assistant
From the signing of new to Dianne Glowatzke, head
coaches and players, to the volleyball coach. Page was the
adventures of the Timberwolves, head volleyball and women's
it has been an eventful summer. tennis coach at Macalester
The following is a capsule look at College since 1992.
Page and Glowatzke welcomed
the important summer sports
happenings:
16 players to fall camp at
SCS will become the first Halenbeck Hall on Monday. The
North Central Conference school Huskies are returning three
to participate in women's soccer. starters from last year's team,
SCS named Colleen Edwards as which finished 21-11 overall and
second in the NCC. Outside hitter
its first coach.
For the last four years Edwards Jolynn Geyen, middle hitter
has been the head volleyball Tonya Worrell, and junior middle
coach, assistant men's and hitter Swen Minnema will anchor
women 's track coach and this year's team. SCS will open
assistant soccer coach at Carleton the season at the Northern
College in Northfield, Minn. The Michigan Invitational, September
team will start practice on Aug. 2-3. The home opener is Sept. 23
22 to prepare for its first-ever against South Dakota State
match Sepl. 10 at St. Olaf college. University.
This Saturday, head football
SCS will play a I 3-game
schedule
mainly
against coach Noel Martin will greet 100
Minnesota lntercollegiale Athletic players for the start of fall
Association teams. SCS will play p1actice. The Huskies are
its home opener at Halenbeck returning with 39 letter winners
Field on Sept. 18 against the from last year, including nine
University of Minnesota-Duluth.
starters. SCS will try and improve
SCS also appointed new on last year's 5-5 overall mark
assistant coaches in women's and sixth place NCC finish. The
basketball and volleyball . Huskies' home opener at Selke
Michael Curfman will assist Lori Field is Sept. 17 against SOSU.
Ulferts with the women Huskies

Minnesota's teams have
different outlook this year
On the pro scene, Minnesota's teams
look quite different from last season.
The Timbcrwolvcs went from being
sold to Top Rank of Louisiana, to a year
long counship by Bill Sexton only to be
bought by Glen Taylor.
Taylor, a selfmade
millionaire
from Mankato,
purchased the
team for about
$88 million. What does Taylor get for
his $88 million? He gets the worst team
in the NBA (remember Dallas beat us
four times last year) staffed by a bunch
of crybabies. At least they are staying in
Minnesota, right?
The Twins? Baseball? What baseball?
The only smiling people are the lawyers.
Representing the players and the
owners.
The guy to feel sorry for is Kent
Hrbek who announced his retirement

and does not even get to finish the
season.
Future Hall of Fame quarterback
Warren Moon was a beautiful off-season
pickup for the Vikings. The Yikes, now
2-1 in the preseason, made some great
additions
on the
offense.
Besides
Moon, they
acquired
tight end Adrian Cooper from Pittsburg
and Pro-bowl lineman Chris Hinton
from Atlanta. With running backs Terry
Allen and Robe'n Smith back from knee
surgery, this offense is looking great.
The defense has suffered, on the other
hand, with the loss of Chris Doleman,
Carl Lee, and Audray McMillian. If
some of the rookies like De Wayne
Washington and Fernando Smith can
step up this fall could be as exciting as
the summer has been. .
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Woodstock '94: new
acts, same message
A crowd of 350,000 gathered in a field in
Saugerties, N.Y., this past weekend to listen to music,
play in the mud and of course, drink Pepsi.

When tickets first went on sale, at $135 for
Woodstock '94, it brought charges of crass
commercialism from the general public.
Many television commentators and other experts
pointed to the corporate sponsorship and pay-per-

view telecast for the 25th anniversary concert as a
symptom of the younger generation's corruption by
the mass media.
This year's concert, attended mostly by individuals
young enough to be the children of the first
Woodstock attendees, did profit more than the
original, but in some ways they shared the same
musical goals.
Although some bands like Nine Inch Nails, Green
Day and the Rollins Band may have scared original
Woodstockgoers, constant music was the focus of
both events.
Like last time, many of the concertgoers got in free
this year when security became lax after the start of
the shows.
This year there was also a great deal of reported
drug use, although only one person was arrested for_
possession, and 14 for DWI's.
Woodstock '94 was indeed unlike the original, but
in many ways, such energy and enthusiasm of youth,
it was the same.
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Crash topples age barriers
by Jessica Foster, Managing editor
Sunday brought to me an
accidental blessing.
As I was buzzing down
Fifth Avenue in the pursuit
of making right tum on to
Sixth Street, another
woman, dwelling within
my biindspot had the same
intention.
Unfortunately, we did
collide, Calmly, we exited
our vehicles and called the
police.
Because they were called
away on an urgent matter, a
visit from St. Cloud's finest
required approximately 40
minutes of lag time.
What is so special about
this incident, and why the
day was not a complete
calamity, is the fact that
these 40 minutes were not
spent arguing with each
other or laying blame on
one another.
Instead, this older
woman and I talked about a
myriad oflife's topics,
from the prospects for this
year's Husky football
team, to life's goals, to
women's rights.
Despite the margin of our
ages, we were able to relate
on many different planes.
When the officer did
arrive, we moved our cars
away from one another

"

It is the exterior and the
calendar which makes us old. Age is
only a measure of time, not one's
worth.
"
only to discover there was
no damage to either.
Like two puzzle pieces,
the automobiles were
interlocked without
causing damage to their
extremities.
When we parted, a
simple "nice hitting you"
was exchanged and we
went on our with our tasks.
I was lucky to be
involved in that accident. It
was one more example of
the fact age gaps are not as
big as they seem.
It is the exterior and the
calendar which makes us
old. Age is only a measure
of time, not one's worth.
It is only a numerical age
which can be measured by
frown lines and birthdays,
but ones intelligence and
merit must be measured by
conversations.
While it is the cocky
young educated college
student who feels
omniwise, there stands to
be a lot of learning
between the two

generations.
My accident is not a sole
representation. The value
of the older generation has
long been apparent to me
all of my life,
I was fortunate enough to
be the last·bom child of a
12 child family. As a result,
I have siblings more than
twice my age and parents
41 years my senior.
I hold not an ounce of
envy for my classmates
who have mothers younger
than some of my siblings.
Although I was not able
to get to know my
grandparents as I would
have liked, I learned more
in my situation than would
have been possible under
any other sort of a family
situation.
In order to compete in
the present world economy
and truly bring heritage to
our lives, we must take
heed to the multigenerational aspects.
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Editor's Note:
University Chronicle invited several faculty
and staff members to share their feelings
on Brendan McDonald who died Aug. 13.
These are the responses we received.

McDonald strived for
freedom of press
During a burgeoning era in this university's history,
Brendan ''Mac" McDonald will be remembered for a
myriad of aCCOJl\'llishments.
Regardless of perspective, the fonner president's
passing Aug. 13 not only brings to a close a
monumental chapter at the learning institution he
clearly loved, but also sends a challenge to future SCS
leaders to carry fonh the best of his legacy.
The texture of SCS changed from 1982 to 1992 - in
no small part due to the commionent of Mac McDonald
- i n ~ of trying to enfranchise a greater minority
presence and to broaden international educational
opportunities.
Even in the face of episodes of negative publicity,
bonds with the St Cloud community gained strength
during Mac's tenure, due to his efforts and charm.
Big league hockey as well as a growth in the role of
worren's spons emerged in the 1980s, due to the
vision of Mac McDona1d.
Perhaps overlooked during the flood of accolades
and reflections of human foibles that follow the death
of an imponant university president would be his
relationship with the student press.
Mac undoubtedly was pleased in 1988 when the
newspaper changed its name from Chronicle to
University Chronicle. He was told this was done in
n;cognition of the growth of SCS in size and stature. as
well as to mark a capstone in evolution from an earlier
newspaper oamt, C,,lJege Chronicle.
While it can be conceded Mac and the campus paper
bad stormy relationships on occasioo regarding focus of

-Mld-lO"""'-Macteldomfailcd

to compliment student journalists for well done story
CO\ICtlge and awards the newspaper earned.
To Mac's ew:rlasting credit. be made it oxygen clear
to me over many cups or coffee that he fervently
believed in freedom of the campus press. tempered by a
healthy dose of "'P()nsibility. Naturally, during these
1mmcots of caffeine rapartee, I told him that
informational responsibility to our mutual clientele is a
two--waystreet.
But Mac's belief in the sanctity of an unfettered
campus press. as irnpttfect as the press may be, was
aod is enlightened. His demand for respect and
responsibility between press and government was and
is well taken.
This tip of ooejoumalist's rumpled bat is offered to
Brendan McDonald's views regarding campus news
media in hopes it StJ"VeS as a pbilisophical blueprint for
future administratioos and student journalists.

Friend spirited in
job, athletics

7

Boss instilled confidence

I knew Brendan as a friend and neighbor. I
also worked with him as a faculty member at
SCS. Brendan inspired me to seek excellence
in my teaching and research. He cared
deeply about-this institution. Although there
are many faculty members on this campus,
Brendan always made rre feel like my
personal contributions were important. I
remember playing tennis with Brendan about
two years ago. He deroonstrated a strong
competitive spirit during each point of a
tough match. I would give Brendan an "A"
in overall performance as president of SCS.
He has been and will continue to be missed
on th.is campus.

l had lhe privilege to work with Brendan McDonald during his
enlire tenure as president of SCS. For roore than six of those years, I
was his persona] secretary- officially, administrative/executive
assistant, but ''personal secretary" seems to describe it better.
Brendan McDonald.was a wonderful "boss." He never gave me a
reason to dislike my job. I was always treated wilh the sain: respect
he showed to everyone he dealt with. I admired him for his fariness.
He never hesitated to ask me for my opinion - ahd, yes, he
sometirres followed my advice. He gave me great confidence in
myself and my abilities. I know he trusted me and I in tum trusted
him He never broke my trust.
My heart was broken when he left his position in 1992. Brendan
McDonald cared deeply for SCS (not just the institution. but the
people who are SCS - students, staff, faculty, a1umni) and l know it
was extremely difficult for him to step down as president SCS was
forumate to have Brendan McDonald as its leader for ten years. I
was fortunate to have known him as I did.

Roger Rudolph
Assistant professor
mass communications

Sue Prout
Executive Assistant to the President

'Mac' friend, supporter of International Studies
He was known affectionately as
"Mac" to us at the International
Cent.er. We shared only our best jokes
with him. He was a connoisseur of
humor. In his first year of retirement
as president, he occupied an office in
the center so we saw him every day as
he worked on an international project
for the State University System
Office.
In 1982 ''Mac" brought his vast
enthusiasm for international studies to
SCS. It was his encouragement in
1986 which made the "first ever''
Chinese student drama tour to come
to America under SCS sponsorship.
..Thunderstorm" was well roceived,
and exchange bewteen universities in
China and the U.S. had never
occurred before. As the IOOmentum

grew, a second Nankai University
Drama Tour toured with Rickshaw in
1987 wilh "The Wizard of Oz" tour to
China. The exchange between
universities in China and lhe U.S. had
never occurred before. As the
momentum grew a second Nankai
University Drama Tour toured with
"Rickshaw" in 1987. Fin\JlY, Tsai Ben
Hong, (Rosaline), arrived to become
SCS' first main1and Chinese graduate
student. These increasing contacts
created an opening of languageculture program for SCS students at
Nankai Univeristy beginning in fall
1987. Nankai became pan of SCS'
on-going commitment to China.
It can be said that Dr. McDonald
could alrrost by instinct, recognize an
exciting people-event opp:,Itunity for

Former president approachable
Brendan McDonald disliked the word "mentor," but for many ofus he was
just that kind of person. It was obvious to everyone who worked wilh Mac that
he was an approachable manager. Unless he was in a meeting, the door to his
office was always open. He served as "sounding board" and adviser to many of
my ideas and would offer encouragerrent or suggestions but never ridicule.
Frustrations are pan of the daily life of the president, yet he never took out
his frustratJOn or anger on others, and he took no pleasure in winning an
argument at lhe expense of losing a friend.
Whenever I discussed my boss with colleagues, I realized just how lucky I
was to be working for Brendan McDonald. Perhaps the greatest tribute I could
give him would be to continue his style of leadership - but I won't call him
"mentor."

Michael Vadnle
University Chronicle adviser

the university. When the idea of
holding a baseball clinic in San Jose,
Costa Rica, was proposed, Mac was
an immediate supporter.
Support and commitment to the
international programs and the center
was the cause of growlh in
international influence so marked in
the encumberance of President
McDonald. Brendan McDonald will
figure imponantly in the history of the
international programs, 11 programs
at seven sites: China, Costa Rica,
·
Denmark, England, France, Germany
and Japan.

Roland A. Fischer
Director
Center for International
Studies

'Mac' encouraged
mass communications
The university grew in numbers and
in prominence during McDonald's
decade as president. One of his first
actions was to establish an admissions
task force to make recommendations
for auracting new students.
He suppoited many innovative
programs which are successfully
operating today. I can attest to his
support for our mass communications
program. He supported our plans for

Dorothy Simpson :ea~~;~::ti~np:!:w;::all that
Vice president communications students with the best
University Relations media facilities in the region.
He encouraged the department's

SGS, McDonald family closely linked through years
My association with Brendan J.
McDonald spans sorre 35 years. He was the
registrar at SCS my freshman year and
registered me foe 18 credits my first quarter.
I still remember my first quarter of classes
- rooming classes at 8 and 9 ; afternoons at
I, 2, 3 - and the classes at 9 and 3 were
five-credit courses that met Monday through
Friday!
Mac was a unique man- and he wore the
University hymn on his shin sleeve. Most
students (and many faculty) probably bear
the Unvierstiy hymn for the first time at
commencement Originally the hymn,
composed by Harvey Waugh from our music
department and Amy Dale from the English
deparurent, began with the words: ''Sing in
praise to Thee our College." This was later
changed to ''Sing to thee, our Alma Mater'

and goes on with "Emblem of our search for
koowledge...May the loyal sons and
daughters, thy enduring friendship
share... Loya1 to the fine tradition, Hail St.
Ooud to Thee." These words were Mac in
everything he did.
Mac, as an alumnus of SCS, and in his
roles as registrar, vice president for
administrative affairs, and president, was
truly the lead singer. With his leadership
efforts, increased enrollments, a nationally
recognized orientation experience,
accredited prograrm, international program
opponunities, and strong alumni and
community relationships were achieved.
SCS was a family affair for Mac. His wife
Vernie, an SCS graduate, was instrumental
in organizing Vanguards, a select group of
SCS students who are the official hosts and

hostesses for university events. His daughter
Judy was an outstanding student-athlete in
tennis. She qualified for NCAA nationals
and graduated with honors from lhe College
of Business. And the McDonald-SCS
connection continues with a grandson from
California, a regular at lhe SCS Summer
Hockey Camp.
Mac's many contributions will have a
lasting impact on SCS. He enhanced our
"search for knowledge," was "loyal" to lhe
core, and shared his "enduring friendship"
with countless students, faculty, staff and
others. He was a class act - a class
president.

Barbara Grachek
Vice president
Academic Affairs

:=::ini~~::~:~~:~:gram
Accrediting Council for Education in
Journalism and Mass Communications.
Our relationship began in 1959,
when Brendan was a colleague and
friend and an occasional bridge
opponent. Two decades later, under his
presidency, I served as department
chair of mass communications. In this
position, and as faculty association
president, I had the opportunity to
observe first-hand his concern for
students and faculty and his dedication
to making SCS a great university.
Bolh my wife Mil and I will miss
Brendan dearly.

Fran Voelker
Professor emeritus
Mass communications
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'Clear, Present' dangerously exciting film
What exactly

director of the CIA when his superior

Look for Ford to receive a best actor

strike. He acts with a lot of energy

goes on behind

and long-time friend Admiral Greer

closed doors in the
U.S. government?

(James Earl Jones) learns he is dying
Danger" for the next Academy Awards
Dafoe is also a possible Oscar nominee
of cancer.
ceremony.
in the best supporting actor category.
Australian-born director Phillip
He deserves to be nominated
Also starring are James Earl Jones
Noyce ("Sliver") has delivered what
because this is a powerful role. After
and Anne Archer. Jones (best known
easily could be called this year's
nor. getting nominated for ''lne
as the voice of Darth Vader) plays a
answer to the ''The Fugitive." "Clear
Fugitive" last year, Hollywood owes
small but powerful role as the cancerand Present Danger" is also a smart
him at least a nomination, if not a win.
stricken Admiral Greer who also is
thriller and both use
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ryan's mentor.
Harrison Ford in the
Archer, who received
starringrole. With this
high billing, has an
script and a staralmost invisible role,
studded cast, there is
but returns as Ryan's
no way Noyce could
wife.
have gone wrong.
"Clear and Present
Needless to say, the
Danger" is one of the
film's key asset is
best films of the year
Harrison Ford. He can
so far. It is indeed a
seem to do no wrong.
'must see,' even if you
Ford is long overdue, and a win this
Ford is probably the greatest box office year would be well-deserved.
do not like thrillers. Rumor has it
draw in the history of film because he
more Jack Ryin films are in the works,
Willem Dafoe ("Platoon") also stars
chooses scripts well and holds some of
but whether they will star Harrison
in a superb supponing role as the
the best acting talent in the business.
Ford is not yet known.
vigilante leader of the U.S. secret

We do not know,

but "Clear and
Present Danger"
may make us look at
Washington politics
in a different light.
"Clear and
Present Danger" is a powerful film
filled with a lot of Hollywood
heavyweights, including Harrison
Ford, Willem Dafoe, James Earl Jones
and Anne Archer. 1be cast, plus an
adaptation from Tom Clancy's novel of
the same name, make "Clear and
Present Danger" a film not easily
forgotten. ·
Harrison Ford returns as Jack Ryan
("Patriot Games") caught unknowingly
on the crooked side of government
power abuse. Ryan is appointed the

nomination for "Clear and Present

" Look for Ford to receive a best
actor nomination for 'Clear and
Present Danger' for the next
Academy Award ceremony. "

'Tina, 8-sides' score
with Monster, shows
A local
favorite, Tma and
theB-side
Movement
released its
second compact
Wsc last month.
Unusual for a
CD, every song is
a prime example
of Tina and the
B-side
Movement.All
the songs are woven togelher with
Schlieske's lyrics and music and the Bside thread.
1lle tempo is constant throughout the
disc, up-beat with an occasional ballad,
such as "Hush." The product is a
danceable doctrine of musical faith.
1be B-side Movement is tight, a
perfect accent for Schlieske 's sometimes
rough, sometimes somber, versatile
voice. Also and always a family
movement, Schlieske's sister Laura adds
back-up vocal and percussion. Laura's
voice is like a crystal clear echo of lhe
same voice-Schlieske's in church
choir.
Schlieske's lyrics seem more somber
lhis time around; you can feel the
anguish when she croons in her husky
voice, "I've been branded, and I've been
raped," in Paper Doll. Always
questioning women's roles in society, her
lyrics are pertinent yet not too heavy.

which makes his role come to life. ·

Mons/er is a phenomenal CD, but the
only proper way to experience Tma and
the B-side Movement is through a live
performance.
Unlike its first CD Young Americans,
Monster was nor. recorded live. Monster
loses some of the Tma Schielske live
energy in its studio translation, but
Monster still is a force to scare up even
the loneliest of ears.
The group, especially Schlieske, pt.it
lheir all into the show for an intense set,
often three hours long.
The band's release party July 25 at
First Avenue in Minneapolis illicted the
encore "Piece of My Heart,'' a song
made famous by Janis Joplin in 1968.
Schieske's identification with Joplin is
evident on Monster as well as in her live
shows. The short sound bite "Little Girl
Blue" at the beginning of Monster steals
its name directly from Joplin's 1969 hit
of the same name.
The Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodgers
ballad was first introduced in lhe
Broadway musical "Jumbo" in 1935, and
Doris Day also sang it in the 1962 movie
version.
Schlieske also sang lhe Joplin tune at
the Red Carpet Friday where she was
sponing a new brunette look.
Judging by the size of the crowd and
lhe size of the cover charge, Tma and the
B-side Movement is still St. Cloud's
favorite band.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Qoe Who
e1<ploits
5 Kind of bear
10WOfry
14 Strong cord
15 Up in arms
16 Storyteller
17 Prospered
18 Persoo of note
19 lnaddilion
20Unending
22 Settled snugly
24 Ounce
25111uminated
again
26Putoll
30Cer1ainbutton
34 Oriental staple
35 Knock
36 Sp. tille ol
respect

37MeK. cheer
38 Engaged in

formal

argument
40Cutofl
41Feels

43Electrihed
particle
44 A.ssislant
45 Build
46 Made believe
48 Some
sandwiches
50 Bank account
initials
51 Hostess' helper
54Picturementa11y
58 Styptic
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1 Strong desire

38 Prevenl from
acting

39 Pedal digil
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33 Recorded
36 Loving leelings
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) Unfonunately, as the leaves begin to fall,
so will your luck. The love forecast is
gloomy this week, and it will probably stay
that way.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) - The
bull's personality has been ever present
with you lately, this is an area you need to
work on. Sprinkle sunshine and flowers on
the paths of others.
GEMINl(May21-June21) -You are on
the brink of the most climactic relationship
the stars will ever see. Share some of the
good times with your friends.
CANCER (June 23-Aug 22) -Like the
name of your sign, your personality is like
a disease that must be squelched. Work on

'
"
"

◄9

Takes a

breather
Plots
51 Felines
44 WOfd puzzle
52 Uty plant
◄ 6 Gate
53 Salad fish
47 Historical period 54 Goll club

that.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) - Be superstitious
of everything lhat happens to you.
Everything is a sign ofupcoming events.
Beware.
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22) - The
maternal personality.you are so loved.
Bake some cookies, but do not bum them
this time.
LIBRA (Sept 23-0ct. 23) - Your season
is approaching, and you have never been
so ready. Do it, and do it well.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) - The stars
will collide when you meet your next plaything. Roar into the night, wild one.
SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Like the season, you are dark, mysterious,

55 Hebrides rsland
56 Pecans arid
cashews .
57 Overtiead-dOOf

sign
60-mode

and can never be counted on for
consistency. The results of this will likely
delay graduation.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan.19)-lthas
been a long time coming, but believe it or
not, your life will take on a less pitiful
note. Until then, hold tight and don't hold
yoor brealh.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)-0h,
Aquarius child. you have been naughty.
The constellations are jealous of your
conquests.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) - Like a
blossoming flower, your peers will begin
to notice your talents, beauty, wisdom and
inner strength. Never let them forget your
worth.
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U.S. House votes to cap Pell Grants

Bike thefts:

Grants is a difficult process, McClimock
said. Recessions and other economic
upheavals often force more students to
seek aid, while other students elect to go
to college rather than look for jobs in a
weak economy.
·
The cap is part of a massive bill to fund
education, labor and human service
programs in fiscal year 1995. The bill's
main sponsor acknowledged some
elements of the measure are controversial
but said his staff protected as many
programs as possible within the tight
budget constraints.
"The bill does not make anyone
completely happy," said Rep. Neal Smith
(D-Iowa). "But I really believe that this is
the best that we could do under the
circumstances today."
Some of education's most prominent
advocates in the House voiced serious
concerns about the Pell Grant cap but
reluctantly voted for the bill anyway.
"This bill fails to put money where
Congress' mouth is," said Rep. Major
Owens (D-NY). Owens called the bill an
"embarrassment" to the president and
Congress, labeling the Pell Grant cap "a
misguided attempt to cut education costs."
With funding for more than 500 federal
programs at stake, however, Owens would
provide "reluctant support" for the
measure, he said.
Other legislators voiced similar
concerns ...Under a cap, Pell becomes a
race to the application gate," said Rep.
Patt Williams (D-Mont.), vice chairman of
the
House
Subcommittee
on
Postsecondary Education and Training.
"No matter how one looks at it, this is
not a good student aid budget, " Williams

Police offer
advice from Page 3

College Press Service

The U.S. House of Representatives
voted to cap the number of students who
can recd ve grams this academic year
through the Pell Grant program. creating
what some critics say will be a "firstcome, first-served" system that may leave
many needy students out in the cold.
The plan, voted on June 29, would limit
the number of students who could obtain
grants during the 1994-95 academic year
to 3.9 million.
Proponents of the bill say the plan,
designed as a one-time budget-saving
measure, still allows room for growth in
the Pell Grant program. They note the 3.9
million ceiling is higher than the number
of students expected to seek grants next
year.
But Laura McClintock, legislative
director of the United States Students
Association, said the new cap "sets a very
dangerous precedent" that may deny aid
for low-income students.
.. It's nothing but bad news for us,"
McC!intock said.
In the past. a lack of funds often limited
the amount of a student's Pell Grant. but
needy students always knew they would
receive some assistance from the program,
McClintock added.
According to a repon filed with the bill
when it passed the House Appropriations
Committee, ..the cushion provided is
adequate to cover all students under the
latest estimate" of Pell Grant demand. The
repon said the cap is a one-time decision
made solely in response to budget
constraints.
But predicting the annual need for Pell

said.
The bill provided few increases for
other student financial aid programs.
College work study would receive $616
million next year, unchanged from current
funding. However, President Clinton's
budget had sought another $100 million
for the program, much of it for new
community service jobs.
House members also kept funding
levels the same at $583 million for
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants. Funding for State Student
Incentive Grants would fall from $72
million to $54 million under the House
plan.
However, the measure would restore
more than $150 million in funding for
federal Perkins Loans that were scheduled
for cuts in the president's education
budget.
Overall, Clinton's new domestic
initiatives helped crowd out funding for
Pell Grants and other student aid
programs, congressional aides said. For
example, the bill allotted $388 million for
the president's new Goals 2000 program
to improve K-12 education in America.
The measure also earmarked $280 million
for a new program to help young people
make the transition from academics to the
workplace.
House members approved the bill by a
vote of 339 to 89. Also, in late July, the
Senate Appropri ations Committee
approved a similar spending bill, mostly
following the House of Representatives's
recommendations to keep student
financial aid spending at presem levels .
The full Senate is likely to vote on the
measure sometime this month.

"Provide a good description of
the tell•tale marks on your bike
because they also help officers
identify bikes. This wil help protect
your bike, but it's not a guarantee,"
he said.
U-shaped Jocks can buy some
time, Petrick said. "A good Ushaped lock gets the thief to work
at something."
Although city law requires riders
license their bikes, not many
citations are issued to bicyclists on
non-registered vehicles, Moline
said. "We have tons of bikes in our
storage room we can't identify," he
Said.
On campus, book bag theft is
more common than bike theft,
Petrick said. ''It's (bicycle theft) not
much of a problem this summer.
We s1arted to see signs of it in the
spring, and we will watch for it
closely when people return in the
fall."
This spring, police arrested
juveniles in connection with a
number of bike thefts on campus.
''These thieves were quick, and
they knew what they were doing,"
Petrick said.
"Education and awareness are the
keys to preven1ion," he said.
Students should be aware of bike
thefts on campus and should report
any suspicious activity to
University Public Safety, Petrick
said.
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We have all the highpoints and the low rents!

PREGNANCY
TESTING.

• Central air

Fall Rates

+ Mini-blinds

starting at

• Great location
• Free basic cable
• Intercom systems

$185

• Heat and water paid
• Courteous on-site managers
• Microwaves and dishwashers
• Laundry faclllties on each floor
• T.V. and telephone jacks in all rooms

Stop by and see us! ·
Its More Than Just Housing

HIGHPOINT
Apartments

9

IT CAN BE YOUR HOME!
We are committed to providing you with
the finest home away from home.

Now Leasing For The
1994-1995 School Year

251-1814
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SCS celebrates 125 years of education
by Rich Vosepka
Assistant managing editor
SCS will be rededicated in a ceremony on
the state capitol steps in St. Paul next month,
and SCS students and the local community
will join in celebrating SCS' 125th
anniversary.
The university has served a variety of
functions during its century-and-a-quarter of
educating students.
In 1869, SCS was known as St. Cloud
State Normal School. The school offered a
two-year program which taught teaching
theories and practices, according to

University Archives. Sixty-eight students
were enrolled in 1869, and the first
graduating class was 1871.
From 1921 until 1957, the school was St.
Cloud State Teacher's College.
In 1941, the first business education
graduates from any state teacher's college
received degrees.
Enrollment at this time was 1,112
undergraduate students, according to the
archives.
The master of science education program
was approved in 1953.
From 1957 .to 1975, the school was
designated St. Cloud State College. The

.f!oakno.~...
Private Rooms & Four Bedroom Apartments

University Place

West Campus

If interested, call
255-4086 or stop

PY
Chronicle office at
13 Stewart Hall.

Catnpus Place
Na-

Private Bedrooms
Shared Bedrooms

Na-

Mini Suites

NaCampus Apts.

Featuring: FREE CABLE, microwaves, dishwashers,
garages, laundry, heat paid, air conditioning, & morel

251-6005

NaNaNa-

i

columnists.

University West

Stateside Apts.

.'

college was divided into the schools of
business and industry, education, science,
literature and the arts and interdepartmental
fields. Enrollment in 1960 was 3,028
undergraduates, the archives state.
In 1975, the university became SCS.
Courses of study were redesignated to
include the colleges of business, education,
industry; liberal arts and sciences and fine
arts. SCS enrollment peaked during this
period, at rrore than 17,000 students.
This fall, 16,000 students are expected to
attend SCS.

i
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WHY LOOK ANYWHERE ELSE?

Microwaves
Dishwashers
Mini Blinds

$169

NaNaNa,

Parking
Air Conditioning
Heat Paid

Water Paid
Na- Laundry
Na-

Na-

Quiet Buildings

$245

Summer $99
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253-1154
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Eight great locations!

253-9002

© Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
$ Classifieds price: Five words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines. costing $2.
•

Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Wednesday's ed~ion.
Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are just inside the door.
@ All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit is already in place.
1t Contact Angie Hamblin at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.
Q"
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1 Bedroom Apartments
$335-$345
Now Renting For Fall
Parking with plug-ins, utilities,
And Garbage included!
Northern Management
240-1661.
2BEDROOMS
Ideal location 2 blks from ice
arena.
Free cable
Free parking
Now leasing for fall!
$475/mo.
Call the apts. that take care of
you!!
240-1661 or 654-8345.
1 BEDROOM in 4 bedroom
apt.,
new
appliances.
$199/month, close to campus.
Call Sean 559-1801.
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom Apartments
Available Now For Fall
We Have What You Need!
Leave Your Leasing Worries
Behind
And Let us Find You r New
Home!
Northern management
240-1661.
1 BDRM_ apts. Beachwood
Apts. Recently acquired.
Improvements on-going. New
carpet, blinds, ceiling fans.
$330-$385, 9 month. $300$340, 12 month. Dan
255-9163.
1+ BDRM. Heat paid, $335. 3
bdrm. Dishwasher, heat paid,
$205 ea. 3 bdrm. Heat paid,
$195 ea. 3 bdrm. house, neat
and clean, $640/mo. aBrian
240-6116.
1•4 BEDROOM apartments
near campus. Private rooms.
Free cable. Microwave, many
extras. Efficiencies also.
259-8826.
2 BED Apt. near SCS, dwntwn.
In cludes heat, elec, cable,
parking. $425 mo.
597-2370.
2 & 4 bedroom apts. $100$450/mo. Summer/fall. Nice
units. 253-1320.

4 BEDROOM apartments
available. Campus close-all the
extras. Price leader. Groups
welcome. Call 251-0525.

--·"EFF, 1-4 Bedroom apts,
$175-260.
Off
street
parking/Plug-ins - $15.
259-4841.

4BEDROOMS
2 FULL Baths
Why live with only 1 bathroom?
Dynamite location just 2 blocks
from ice arena.
Free Cable
Free Parking
Free Heat
Free Electric ($30 value)
Dishwashers
Move up to a roomy
apartment.
You deserve it!
240-1661 or 654-8345

EFFICIENCIES available for
school year. On Fifth Ave. near
Coborns. All utilities included.
Call 251-0525.

1 CALL. Apts., Houses, Apt.
houses. Single, doubles,
male/female. Great locations.
Pro!. mgmt. Dan 255-9163.

EFFICIENCY apartments and
4 bedroom apartments.
253-6606.

APT. Buildings, Apt. houses,
Houses. Sgl/Dbl rooms. We
have what your looking for!
Dan 255-9163.
APTS., rooms, efficiences. All
locations. OW, Micro., free
parking. Summer sign now and
save. Select Properties
253-1 154. Your Husky Housing
Headquarters.
APARTMENTS,
homes,
duplexes. For the best
locations and prices ca ll
Apartment Finders at
259-4052.
BRIDGEVIEW WEST $199
FALL. Large newer 4 bdrm.
apts., FREE Parking, F cable.
microwave, dishwasher, blinds,
controlled access. SM&M
253-1100.
CAMPUS EAST. Large 4
bedroom UNITS with 2 full
baths.
EXTRA closets,
dishwashers, microwaves,
laundry. Heat and ba"sic cable
PAID. Garages. RESULTS
Propety Management
253-0910.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS: 2, 3,
4 bedroom apts. Fall. Rent the
best. Close to school. Great
locations. Call for full details
253-9002.

3 BDRM. apts. near college.
Single rooms. Riverside
Properties 251-8284 or
251-9418.

CAMPUS Quarters now
leasing for summer & next
year. Yearly rates available. 4
bdrm units include heat,
dishwasher, A/C, microwave,
blinds. Close to campus. 575
- Seventh St. S. 252-9226.

3 & 4 bedroom apts. Heat &
cable paid. Laundry, parking,
dose to SCS. Affordable rates.
251-6005.

COLLEGEVIEW Apts. Single
rooms in 4 bd'rm. apts. $199
fall. Heat paid. Riverside
251-8284 or 251-9418.

3 & 4 BEDROOM Apts. in
houses. Utilities paid. Parking
available. Walking distance to
SCS. Call 259-1121.

COOL OFF and DIVE IN.
Relax by the pool with great
prices that include cable. Call
Apt. Finders at 259-4052.

0
"
EFFICIENCY. Fall. Inc.
heat, water, electric. Own
minifridge, micro . in room.
$245/mo. Rent the best.
Campus Place 253-9002.

EFFICIENCY and 1 bedroom
aptartments available tor Sept.
259-9434.

EFFICIENCY-private rooms
with basic cable , refrigerator,
microwave, blinds, A/C, all
utilities paid, controlled access.
$210 12 mo., $240 9 mo.
SM&M 253- 1100.
EXCELLENT 1994-1995 rates.
Efficiency, 3-4 bdrm. apts.
close to campus.
25 1-1 814
Campus
Management.
FALL : very nice! Huge 3
bedroom apts. $225 ea. Phone
255-1274.
FEMALE. W/D, parking,
busline, by Halenbeck. Private
$200, shared $125. Avail.
immediately 251-8461.
FEMALES. Private rooms, 2
and 3 bedroom apts. Clean,
quiet, utilities paid, laundry,
parking. 253-0451.
FEMALES to share furnished
apts. Utilities paid, close to
SCS and downtown. Includes
parking. 251-4605 after
3:30 p.m.
FEMALE to share house,
private rooms $195, many
extras. Also basement apt.
ideal for 2. Utilities included.
251-8564.
FEMALES. Two single rooms
and one double lg. room with
French doors in student home
for fall. Utilities PAID, off-street
parking, laundry. $160-190
each. SM&M 253-1100.
FOUR bedroom apartments,
several locations. Heat & cable
paid, locked intercom entries,
garages, parking. EPM
251-6005.
HOUSES sgls/dbls. 1/2 block
to SCS. M/F, free parking, 10
foot ceilings. Responsible
students. Dan 255-9163.
HOUSE rooms avail. in 4
bdrm. house. Close to campus.

t.,;all Kevm 253- /362. $199/mo.
HOUSES. 3, 4, 5 & 7 bdrm.
houses. All within 5 blocks to
SCS. Free Parking, W/D, some
remodeled . Dan 255-9163 .
Also, 1, 2, & 3 bdrm. apts. &
Apts. in MThe Castle." Also,
sgVdbls, m/f.
IMMACULATE 4 bedroom apt.
with your own washer and
dryer. Next to campus.
259-9434.
NEAR- SCS 1014 Eighth Ave.
S. 1 bdrm. in a shared rental.
Female $225/mo. 12 mo.
lease. 253-7415,
252-9760 x46.
NEED suble;\ser for Sept. to
May. Private bedroom near
campus. $190 per month. Call
654-9327.
NEEDED: Female to sub-lease
single room in 4 bdrm. house.
Walk to campus, free parking
and utilities. WIS 94-95. Call
Rebecca 654-9485.
OLYMPIC I. Fall $199 and up.
4 bedroom apts. and 4 bdrm-2
bath suites. FREE parking,
microwaves, dishwasher,
blinds, storage, controlled
access. SM&M
253-1100.
ONE male wanted to share 4
bedroom apt. with 3 others.
259-9434.
ONE
or two
bedroom
apartment in house. Private
bath and kitchen, parking,
coin-up laundry. 253-5340.
PRIVATE rooms, 1/2 block
SCS. Large 2 bath apta. with
dishwasher, micro. & cable TV.
Specialize in matching people
to share apts. Best deal on
Fifth Ave. Will consider 3
month leases. Details?
259-0977.
PRIVATE & shared rooms in
houses & apartments. Heat
paid, most have dishwashers,
microwaves & A/C. Campus
close. 251-6005.
ROOMMATE needed for all at
"The Castle". Male or female,
for a 4 bdrm. apt. 3 rooms
already filled. Newly remodled,
close to campus. 252-0522.
RO.OMS for women. 2 blocks
to campus. Utilities paid.
Summer singles $100/mo. Fall
singles
$159-$199/mo.
Doubles $169 per person per
month. Call 252-6153.
SAVE on your monthly rent.
Put four people in a large
2 bedroom apt.
$150/month w/all utilit ies
included.
$250 for an entire apt. during

summer
654-6520
SINGLE rooms available
$189/month
1 1/2 blocks from ice arena
Free electric & basic cableA $60value!
Call to reserve your room for
fall.
Northern Management
240-1661.
SINGLE rooms for male
students. $165/mo. All utilities
paid. 4 blks. to SCS. 8 mo.
lease. Fall. Call 251-5246 after
5p.m.
"THE CASTLE. " Recently
renovated. Quality living in the
most prestigious biding near
SCS. Join us. Dan 255-9163.
UNIVERSITY PLACE. 4 bdrm.
apts. & private rooms. Heat &
cable paid, newer, quiet, clean
buildings,
dishwasher,
microwave, A/C, intercom
entries, campus close. Hurry,
filling fast. EPM 251-6005.
WANTED: males & females to
!ill openings in four bedroom
apts. & houses. Heat paid,
quiet & clean with affordable
rates. EPM 251-6005.
WOMEN
Are you tired of all the noise
and conditions where you are
now? Do you want to live
closer to campus in a safe,
secure environment? We have
quiet, well-kept, spacious,
private rooms located close to
campus. Cable TV, laundry,
parking, garages, and a great
location. Call for appointment
251-8211!

CHUCK'S Barbershop. Two
barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270. 9 Wilson S.E.
Special $6. ROTC and Guard
Headquarters.

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Mark Frey
Member:
American
Immigration Lawyers Assn.
1-486-7117.
PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results
at the St. Cloud Crisis
Pregnancy Center. Call 612253-1962 24 hrs. a day. 400
East St. Germain St., Ste 205,
St. Cloud.
RELIEVE your stress through
special cassette tapes. Set of 6
tapes $49.95. For more info or
to order call toll free 24 hrs. 1800-787-0530. Limited offer
reg. $89.95.
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RESUMES. Type papers. wonder
clergy
see
Reasonable. 253-4573.
pornography as a threat.
Pornography is competition,
STUDENTS - if you have all especially for heterosexual
the money you need for men, and their money.
college, you don't need us. Skeptically question everything
But if you need money for with unassailable honesty and
college, our scholarship courage.
matching service can help you.
Many scholarships are not
based on GPA or athletics.
For
more
info
send
Looking for something
name/address to:
JD
affordable?
Associates, P.O. Box 1292,
Try Highpoint Apartments!
Montecello, Minn. 55362.
Leases starting at:

.l!aa eaJJ /oo, tk Bea 11~1
Singles in 1, 2, 3, & 4 bdrm apts.

Metroview Apts.

Univ. North Apts.

Southview Apts.

31 OS. Eighth Ave.

327 S. Seventh Ave.

523 S. 12th St

(a few left)

(a few left)

(one left)

ATTENTION STUDEN.TS

Unive~ts.

College View Apts.

33~~hAve.

1450 S. Fifth Ave.

$162.50

Featuring: FREE Cable, Dishwashers, Superb Locations

Sign a lease before Sept. 5
& get $50 off your first
month's rent.
A GREAT SUMMER JOB
Temp. Summer Position
Maintenance-Handy Person
Put your skills to work
white you pick up more oh the
job!
Full Time May-Sept.
Send Resume to:
Maintenance, P.O. Box 7792
St. Cloud, Minn. 56302.

Riverside Real Estate

n1GHPOINT

251-9418 or 251-8284

259.9673

RENTING FALL
• private rooms & 4 bedroom
apartments
• phone & t.v. jacks in an

CHECK THIS OUT
Are
you
unemployed?
Retired? A house spouse?
Just want to earn more
money? Cash in on spare
time! Don't stuff envelopes or
assemble products. Become
an M.I.P processor. Eam over
$500 a week from the
privacy/security of home. No
experience. FT/PT. Income
guaranteed. For more info call
toll free 24 hrs.
1-800-787-0520.

bedrooms

• large bathrooms
Efficiencies - $240 (9mo), $210 (12mo)

• laundry facilities
• parking, carports, garages

Four bedroom apts. - $199 to $229

• dishwashers, microwaves

• heat & basic ca.bte paid

Four bedroom - 2 bath apts. - $225

41'®0>

251-6005

CALL TODAY Ill
253-1100

810

INTERNATIONAL

w.

SL Germain

EMPLOYMENT- make up to
$2,000--1,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For
info. call:
(206)632-1146 ext. j5681.
MALE management aide for
high school student. Year
position, 7:50 a.m. to 3:10 p.m.
Annandale Schools. 274-8208
or
274-5602.
Apply
immediately.
MATURE, responsible persons
wanted tor part-time school
bus drivers. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY. We will train.
Hrs: 6:45-8:15 a.m. and 2-4:20
p.m. school days. Call Spanier
Bus Service tor more
infonnation. 251-3313.
PART-TIME, late afternoons
every
other
Saturday.
Additional flex. hours available
if desired. Walking distance to
campus. Apply in person. The
Next to New Shop/Bridal
Outlet, 117 S. Fifth Ave.
WANTED:
Dramatic
photographer $10/hr.
654-8986.

Students (both
women and men)
to perform skits on
sexual violence.
Theatre experience
helpful, but not
necessary.
Knowledge of
sexual violence
issues helpful.
Stipend available per
performance.

JESUS and satan are pretend.
ln regard to the new
catechism: It is obvious that
the all-knowing, all-good
Christian god will never catch
up with the mere human
freethinker Thomas Jefferson.
Christians have a loving
relationship with a pretend
being. How impressive. No

If interested, please contatct
Lee I.a Due -- Sexual
Violence Prevention
Program

255-4958

• 1, 2, 3, & 4 bedroom apartments
efficiencies and studios
• Microwave, dishwasher,
air conditioning & tanning facility
• Excellent locations
• Call today to reserve your apartment

251-1814
GARY'S PIZZA
135015th Ave SE

S ecial

One
ge Single
Item Pizza,
Cheese Bread,
and Two Liter
Bottle of Pop

253-2725
FREE DELIVERY
Open Late Night!
Hours:

$10.99 plu,ux

Lar e Two Item Pizza :

$7.95 plus tax

-.:

Please mention coupon when ordering.

.

:
-.~,

:

1 ,
,. Not valid with any other coupons or certifi
·
1
~ ________ . Expires August 31, 19')4 _______ .J

